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a b s t r a c t

The size effect of the optical absorption in one of the most typical organic nanocrystals, a-perylene, was
studied. The true absorption spectra of nanocrystals suspended in water were measured within an inte-
grating sphere by collecting the whole scattered light. It was experimentally confirmed that the absorp-
tion spectra show blueshift as the crystal size is decreased. This was reproduced by the size-dependent
absorption spectra calculated for spherical nanocrystals with isotropic and anisotropic dielectric con-
stants to elucidate three mechanisms of the blueshift: size-dependent change in the shape anisotropy
of the crystals, longitudinal–transverse mixing, and light propagation effects including scattering on
absorption.

� 2014 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

Organic semiconductors have advantages over inorganic coun-
terparts in production cost, environmental cost, free of scarce ele-
ments, flexibility, printability, and practically infinite variety.
Recently, organic nanocrystals have also attracted much attention
because of their potential for functional nanomaterials [1,2]. In
fact, life is made of organic nanomaterials, so that the future of this
field is expected to be prosperous.

One of the intriguing issues in this field is the size effect of the
optical properties of nanocrystals. For example, perylene nanocrys-
tals of a few hundred nanometers in diameter show an unusual
‘‘quantum size effect’’ with a blue-shifted exciton absorption com-
pared to the bulk crystal [3–8]. Recently, the blue shift was
observed to occur for single perylene nanocrystals [9,10] as well
as for an ensemble average of nanocrystals. These crystal sizes
are more than ten times larger than those of semiconductor
quantum dots which show the same amount of blueshift [11]. Sim-
ilar size-dependent blueshifts are observed also for polymer
nanocrystals such as poly-diacetylene nanocrystals [12] and for

nanocrystallized charge-transfer complexes such as Cu-TCNQ (tet-
racyanoquinodimethan) nanocrystals [13], which is also of great
interest.

The keys to understanding of the anomalous size effect in
organic nanocrystals are their typical size and optical anisotropy.
Inorganic semiconductor quantum dots are typically less than
100 nm in size, and their optical anisotropy is relatively small.
On the other hand, organic nanocrystals, formed by a self-assembly
mechanism such as the reprecipitation method, are 100 nm or
more in size, so that the effect of light scattering on the absorption
spectra is significant [14]. In both experiment and calculation, we
discriminate between extinction and absorption as follows. The
extinction spectrum measures the spatial decay of the incident
light intensity as a function of the light wavelength due to both
absorption and scattering loss. The absorption spectrum describes
the decay constant as a function of wavelength only due to the
absorption loss, which is measurable when the scattered light over
the whole solid angle is collected. Previously the size-dependent
absorption spectra of perylene nanocrystals were measured with
and without an integrating sphere [15]. As the crystal size is
increased from 100 nm, the light scattering causes a redshift in
the extinction spectra, resulting in an apparent redshift in the
absorption spectra with the size. In addition, it was suggested that
the size-dependent crystal shape may affect the absorption spectra
due to a large optical anisotropy of the crystal. However, since the
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samples were placed in front of the integrating sphere for the
absorption measurement, the effect of backward scattering on
the spectra was not completely ruled out.

In this Letter, we measured the true absorption spectra of per-
ylene nanocrystals placed inside an integrating sphere. The size-
dependent absorption spectra thus obtained are compared with
calculated spectra. The calculation includes an accurate model for
the dielectric constant (�) of perylene reflecting the crystal and
molecular anisotropy as well as electromagnetic propagation
effects through numerical scattering calculation using discrete
dipole approximation (DDA) [16,17]. Theoretical details are given
in the Appendix. Comparison of the experimental spectra with ori-
entationally averaged and the c-axis polarized absorption spectra
reveals the mechanism of the blue shift.

Since the a-perylene crystal has three distinguishable crystal
axes as shown in Figure 1, the exciton structure has a strong crystal
orientation dependence as may be seen from Figure 2 [3–7]. The
dielectric constant shown in Figure 2 was calculated as described
in the Appendix. In bulk crystal, b-polarized Au excitons are usually
probed as nearly c-polarized Bu excitons are not excited with the
light incident on the well-developed a–b plane. For nanocrystals,
on the other hand, other planes may have a more chance to appear
such that intense, blue-shifted Bu excitons are more accessible. The
energy separation of the two excitons is 67 meV (540 cm�1) [6,10].
The origin of this energy shift may be understood from the nature
of the lowest energy exciton state in perylene. It arises from a

transition polarized along the long axis of the molecule that splits
into two excitonic states with Au and Bu symmetry in the crystal.
The energies of these excitons in our calculated dielectric constant
are indicated by the dashed lines in Figure 2. The Au exciton defines
the band-edge and is polarized along the b-axis of the crystal. Its
oscillator strength is very weak because the b-axis nearly orthogo-
nal to the long-axis of the molecule. The Bu exciton is polarized in
the a� c plane with a much larger dipole moment as the c axis is
nearly parallel to the long-axis of the molecule. Thus, in a collec-
tion of randomly oriented nanocrystals, the absorption could be
dominated by the Bu exciton which is blue-shifted from the Au

exciton by Davydov splitting.

2. Experimental

Perylene nanocrystals were made by the reprecipitation
method [18]. Briefly, an aliquot of perylene/acetone solution was
mixed with distilled water to crystallize the nanocrystals. Aqueous
suspensions of nanocrystals were obtained after vaporizing ace-
tone. Perylene (>98%) (TCI, Tokyo Chemical Industry) was purified
once by sublimation. By injecting 200 lL of 1 mM perylene/ace-
tone solution into 5 mL of water once and twice, nanocrystals of
average size 136 � 32 and 230 � 37 nm were fabricated, respec-
tively. The size was measured with a particle analyzer(FPAR-
1000, Otsuka Electronics).

For crystals of diameter larger than 100 nm, the effect of light
scattering on absorption measurement is significant in the visible
region. To avoid this, the absorbance is usually measured with an
integrating sphere in such a way that a sample is placed in contact
with the entrance hole of the sphere to collect all the forward-scat-
tered light. In this setup, however, the back-scattered light is
counted as the absorbed light. Therefore, to collect the whole scat-
tered light, we made a sample cell locatable inside the sphere to
get closer to the true absorption measurement.

Figure 3(a) shows this setup implemented in a commercial inte-
grating sphere in a spectrophotometer (SolidSpec-3700DUV, Shi-
madzu) for absorbance (Abs.) measurement of the aqueous
suspensions of nanocrystals. The sample cell is a custom-made
quartz cylinder of 5 mm in height and 3 and 5 mm in inner and
outer diameters. The cell was located 15 mm away from the inner
wall on the opposite end of the entrance, fixed with a transparent
double-sided tape on a transparent glass stage attached to the wall.
For comparison, using a 3 mm optical-path-length rectangular cell,
we performed the absorbance plus backscattering (Abs.+Back.)
measurement with the sample cell in contact with the sphere as
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Figure 1. Molecule and a-crystal structure of perylene.

Figure 2. Anisotropic optical spectra of a-perylene crystal, calculated from
molecular transition moments as described in the Appendix.

Figure 3. Setup for absorption measurement with an integrating sphere. PMT:
photomultiplier tube. (a) Optical loss by absorption (Abs). (b) Optical loss by
absorption and backscattering (Abs.+Back.). (c) Optical loss by absorption and
scattering (Ext.).
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in Figure 3(b) and the extinction (Ext.) measurement with the cell
located 10 cm away from the sphere as in Figure 3(c).

3. Results and discussion

Figure 4 shows the absorption, absorption plus backscattering,
and extinction spectra of perylene nanocrystals suspended in
water for average sizes of 136 nm and 230 nm in diameter. The size
distributions of nanocrystals are shown in the inset in Figure 4. The
effect of setting the sample inside the sphere is obvious. The signal
intensity and lower-energy tail decrease as more scattered light is
collected. For 230 nm crystals, the zero-phonon absorption peak in
Abs. is blue-shifted from that in Abs.+Back., demonstrating that
more accurate absorption spectra are obtained within the sphere.

As the crystal size is increased, the intensity ratio of the one-
phonon versus the zero-phonon line is reduced (flattening of the
spectra). It is well known that a suspension of absorbing unicellu-
lar organisms which contain densely packed pigments exhibit a
flattened absorbance spectrum compared with that of a solution
containing the same average number density of pigments as homo-
geneous dispersion; the higher the absorption of the individual
cells, the stronger the flattening. This nonlinearity is known as
the ‘package’ effect [14,19], which also can be seen as a reduction
in the absorption of pigmented cells relative to the absorption of
the same pigments in solution [20]. The observed flattening might
be due to a similar effect, but there has been no experimental
report about this for organic nanocrystals.

In our previous report [15], the back scattered light is not col-
lected such that there is a possibility that the size-dependent back-
scattering spectra could affect the size effect on the absorbance.
The present measurement finally confirms that the size effect
exists for the absorbance of perylene nanocrystals even when the
effect of light scattering is completely excluded.

Figure 5 shows results of calculation for the absorption effi-
ciency (Q abs), the absorption and backscattering efficiency
(Qabs þ Sback), and the extinction efficiency (Q ext) of spherical pery-
lene nanocrystals 100 nm and 200 nm in diameter with random
orientation so that the effect of crystalline anisotropy is averaged.
Here back scattering efficiency is calculated by summing all scat-
tered waves with scattering angle greater than 90 degrees. The size
dependence of the spectral shape agrees well with the experimen-
tal results in Figure 4. In the calculation, the effect of backscatter-
ing on the absorbance spectra is very small in remarked contrast to
the experiment. This is probably because the experimental spectra
contain the contribution of larger crystals than the average in the
size distribution. In addition, flattening of the absorption spectra
occurs as observed in Figure 4. Because the calculation does not
assume an ensemble of nanocrystals but considers single nano-
crystals, this is not due to the package effect. One can not tell,
therefore, if the experimentally observed flattening of the spectra
is caused by the effect of internal scattering on Qabs or due to the
effect of molecular aggregation (package effect).

In Figure 6, the experimental absorption spectra of 136 � 32 nm
and 230 � 37 nm nanocrystals are respectively compared with the
calculated spectra of 100 and 150 nm crystals and 200 and 250 nm
crystals. In the calculation, two cases of spherical nanocrystals are
considered: one is orientationally averaged so that all crystal axes
orientations contribute equally, and the other assumes an isotropic
� corresponding to the c-axis. Since � along the c-axis is dominated
by the contribution of the Bu exciton with a larger oscillator
strength and higher energy, the c-axis Q abs is larger than and
blue-shifted from the axes-averaged Qabs.

For 136 nm crystals, the energies of the zero and one phonon
peaks agree better with those calculated for the c-axis Qabs of
100 nm crystals than those for the axes averaged. This suggests
that nanocrystals about 100 nm are dominated by the c-axis Qabs.
In addition, the absorption peaks of both calculation and experi-
ment are blue-shifted with respect to that for the imaginary part
of � along the c-axis in the bulk. This may be understood in terms
of formation of surface modes with mixed longitudinal and trans-
verse character in nanocrystals of size smaller than wavelength as
has been extensively studied in semiconductor nanocrystals
[21,22]. Energy of the longitudinal field associated with them
causes a blue shift compared to the bulk exciton: As the longitudi-
nal (L) exciton has a higher energy than the transverse (T) exciton,
the L–T mixed surface mode appears at an intermediate energy
between the two and thus at a higher energy than the transverse
exciton in the bulk crystal.

For 230 nm crystals, on the other hand, the zero and one pho-
non peaks are located closer to those calculated for the axes

Figure 4. Extinction (dotted lines), absorption plus backscattering (dashed lines),
and absorption (solid lines) spectra of aqueous suspensions of perylene nanocrys-
tals of 136 � 32 nm (black lines) and 230 � 37 nm (red lines) in diameter. Inset:
size distributions of nanocrystals. (For interpretation of the references to colour in
this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

Figure 5. Calculated absorption and scattering spectra of orientationally averaged
spherical nanocrystals of 100 nm (black lines) and 200 nm (red lines) in diameter.
Q ext: extinction efficiency (solid lines), Q abs þ Sback: absorption plus backscattering
efficiency (dashed lines), Q abs: absorption efficiency (dotted lines). (For interpre-
tation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the
web version of this article.)
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averaged crystals. These observations strongly suggest the follow-
ing scenario for the experimental blueshift as depicted by Figure 7:
Bulk crystals are platelet crystals with a well developed a� b
plane, so that the absorption spectra are dominated by the Au exci-
ton. As the crystal size is decreased, the crystal shape becomes
more cubic for the absorption to reflect the a; b, and c axes’ contri-
butions more equally. These shapes are experimentally verified by
the images of nanocrystals taken by scanning electron microscopy
(SEM) [10,15]. As the crystal size is further reduced to as small as
100 nm, the crystal shape becomes elongated along the c-axis with
an a� c or b� c plane dominated. The SEM pictures in Figure 7
support this scenario where pillar shapes are often observed. In
the calculation, the blueshift occurs without considering the
change in the crystal shape. This is because peaks in absorption
are determined by the resonances in � as well as the electromag-
netic field profile inside the nanocrystal. The field penetration
along the long axis of an elongated nanocrystal will be larger
because of smaller depolarization. Thus the calculated results for
nanocrystals with the c-axis dielectric constant better describe
smaller crystallites that are elongated along the c-axis. Experimen-
tally, the blueshift occurs due to the internal field profile deter-
mined by scattering as well as the change in the shape of the
crystals.

Three kinds of blue-shifts are summarized as follows: (i) There
is the red-shift at large sizes, which appears as blue shift when the
size is reduced, caused by internal field enhancement shifting to
longer wavelengths due to propagation effects including scattering
and multiple reflection (The green curve in Figure 6(b)). (ii) When
the size is reduced, the crystal shape and anisotropy is changed
(Figure 7). Then, the blue-shift is caused by dominance of the Bu

exciton over the Au exciton due to the large oscillator strength of
the former (The red curve in Figure 6(b) to the green curve in Fig-
ure 6(a)). (iii) When the size is reduced well below the wavelength,
the blue-shift relative to the bulk Bu exciton energy occurs due to
longitudinal–transverse (LT) mixing (The green curve in
Figure 6(a)).

4. Conclusion

The size effect of perylene nanocrystals on the absorption spec-
tra was evaluated experimentally and theoretically. The true
absorption of the samples was measured inside the integrating

Figure 7. Size-dependent change in crystal shape and scanning electron microscope (SEM) images of nanocrystals with 100 nm scale bars.

Figure 6. Comparison between the experimental (blue lines) and calculated (light
and dark green, red, and orange lines) absorption spectra. The experimental
absorption (blue) of 136 � 32 nm (a) and 230 � 37 nm (b) crystals is respectively
compared with the calculated absorption of 100 (light green and red) and 150 nm
(dark green and orange) and 200 (light green and red) and 250 nm (dark green and
orange) spherical crystals with the isotropic dielectric constant (�) corresponding to
the c-axis (light and dark green) and with the anisotropic � orientationally averaged
(red and orange). The dashed vertical lines indicate the Au and Bu exciton energies in
the bulk. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the
reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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sphere by detecting the whole scattered light. It is experimentally
verified that the blueshift in the absorbance spectra occurs as the
crystal size is decreased. The calculated results agree well with
the experimental observations. The mechanism of the size-depen-
dent blueshift is well explained by change in the shape anisotropy
of the crystals, LT mixing, and light propagation effects including
scattering and multiple reflection on absorption.

Appendix

Electromagnetic scattering from spherical particles of isotropic
dielectric constants can be rigorously calculated by the Mie scat-
tering theory [14]. However, perylene is an optically anisotropic
crystal of C2h symmetry so that even for spherical shapes a numer-
ical scheme is required for extinction and scattering calculation.
We used the discrete dipole approximation (DDA) method
[16,17]. The method involves dividing the crystallite of dielectric
constant (�) into a discrete cubic array of cells j ¼ 1;2 . . . n. Each
cell is small enough to be described as a point-like dipole with
polarizability ~a. We use the Clausius–Mossotti relation to deter-
mine ~a in terms of �

~a ¼ 3
4pN

½�� �b�½�þ 2�b��1 ð1Þ

where N is the number of lattice points (or dipoles) per unit volume.
Note that both � and ~a are tensors. �b is the dielectric constant of the
background medium which is assumed to be isotropic. The tilde
over quantities denote that these are effective properties of the arti-
ficial cells into which the crystallite is divided and should not be
confused with molecular polarizabilities and dipoles discussed
later.

The above procedure reduces the problem to that of scattering
by an array of point dipoles which can be handled numerically as
follows. The dipole at site i; ~di ¼ ~aEi, where Ei is the local electric
field which is the sum of the field of the incident plane wave
Einc ¼ E0 expðik � riÞ and the field generated by all other dipoles.
Here ri is the position of the ith dipole. Using the expression for
the field radiated by a point dipole, one gets a set of n simultaneous
linear equations

~di¼ ~aE0 expðik � riÞ

þ ~a
X
j;– i

expðikrijÞ
r3

ij

k2ðrij� ~djÞ�rijþ
ð1� ikrijÞ

r2
ij

3rijrij � ~dj� r2
ij
~dj

� �( )
ð2Þ

where k ¼ ffiffiffiffiffi
�b
p

x=c;x being the frequency of the incident field,
rij ¼ ri � rj.

This system of equations may be efficiently solved using an FFT-
based approach. Once the fields and dipoles at each site is self-con-
sistently determined, the extinction cross-section (Cext) and
absorption cross-section (Cabs) are readily obtained:

Cext ¼
4pk

jE0j2
X

i

IðE�inc � ~diÞ ð3Þ

Cabs ¼
4pk

jE0j2
X

i

IðE�i � ~diÞ ð4Þ

where I denotes the imaginary part. The absorption and extinction
efficiencies are defined as the respective cross-section divided by
the cross-sectional area of the scatterer [14].

The only input missing for the calculation is the dielectric con-
stant of perylene. While there is little reliable data on the dielectric
constant in the visible region of interest, the molecular polarizabil-
ity a is fairly well-known from solution measurements [3]. There-
fore we developed a model for � starting from a and dipole–dipole

interaction between the molecules computed using Ewald’s
method.

Perylene molecule is planar with D2h symmetry and principal
axes denoted by L the long-axis, M the short axis and N perpendic-
ular to the plane. Thus a is diagonal with components aL;aM and
aN . The crystal has lower symmetry (C5

h) leading to splitting of
the molecular energy levels due to inter-molecular interactions
which we treat as dipole–dipole coupling. Inter-molecular interac-
tions that lead to the splitting and energy shifts has a short-range
part and a longer range dipole–dipole interaction. The short-range
interaction is phenomenologically included as a shift in the spec-
trum to match with the observed bulk band-gap while the
dipole–dipole interaction is accurately included in our model.

Denoting the 4 non-equivalent molecules at lattice site i by il
(position ril), with l ¼ 1 . . . 4, the local field at site il is given by

El ¼ E0 þrr
X0

jm

dm

jril � rjmj
ð5Þ

¼ E0 þ 4p
vc

~Llmdm ð6Þ

where dm is the dipole moment at site m and vc is the volume of the
unit-cell. The first term is the applied field and the second term is
the instantaneous [23] field due to all other dipoles. We have
introduced dimensionless dipole sum tensors ~Lml which depend
only on the crystal structure. If we represent all molecular dipoles
in a local co-ordinate system determined by the L;M;N axes ~L’s
may be expressed in terms of only 4 independent tensors Ll as
~L1l ¼ Ll, ~Llm ¼ ~Llm, ~Lll ¼ L1; ~L23 ¼ L4, and ~L24 ¼ L3; ~L34 ¼ L2.
Further, by symmetry of the crystal, Au states have dipole moments
along the b-axis and Bu states have dipole moment in the plane
perpendicular to the b-axis.

Using these facts and dm ¼ aEm, we get dipole moment per unit
cell, dc as

dc ¼ 4b̂ � a�1 � 4p
vc
Lþ

� ��1

E0b̂þ 4b̂� a�1 � 4p
vc
L�

� ��1

E0 � b̂ ð7Þ

where L� ¼ ðL1 � L2Þ � ðL3 � L4Þ. The dipole sum tensors were cal-
culated by Ewald’s method [24] for perylene lattice using lattice
parameters from Ref. [25]. The results are given in Table 1. From
the dipole moment per unit cell � is easily obtained using
�E0 ¼ 1þ 4pdc=vc and we get,

�bb ¼ 1þ 4
vc

4p
a�1 � Lþ

� ��1
� �

bb
ð8Þ

�ij ¼ 1þ 4
vc

4p
a�1 � L�

� ��1
� �

ij
for i; j – b ð9Þ

�ib ¼ �bi ¼ 0 for i – b ð10Þ

where the indices run over the crystal axes a; b and c0.
Thus � is determined if the molecular polarizability a is known.

We model the diagonal components of a along the molecular axes
as a sum of Lorentzians

Table 1
The dipole sum tensors for perylene crystal in the molecular co-ordinates. The
direction cosines of the molecular axes relative to the crystal are [25]bL ¼ ð0:1173;0:0138; 0:9930Þ, bM ¼ ð0:5681;0:8192;�0:0785Þ, andbN ¼ ð�0:8146;0:5733; 0:0883Þ.

state LLL LMM LNN LLM LLN LMN

Ag 1.3961 1.9381 �1.1601 �0.2941 0.9951 �1.6722
Bg 1.5705 �0.2779 �3.4513 �0.6395 1.4329 �1.5919
Au 0.0421 �0.1816 1.9865 0.2579 �0.9128 2.9448
Bu �1.4463 �0.2377 3.8216 0.5458 �1.3339 0.3706
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aLðxÞ ¼ a0 þ
e2

m

X
i

fi

x2
i � ðxþ iCÞ2

ð11Þ

with a similar equation for aL and aN ¼ 0 [26]. The parameters used
in the model are given in Table 2.
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